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Frame Assembly Diagram



Please use the parts list to ensure you are not
missing any parts
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A 61050-14#+911-2.5"
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ZC

ZD
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Glass dish 4.7"

4"Glass dish

Canopy ring

5.3"Canopy cover

4"Mounting Bracket

L59" CHAIN05T
Twist design
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PARTS LIST
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Loop 1

4"Metal Tube

15"Both end
threaded pipe

       1.4"Cover

   6.3"Glass column

6"Glass dish 1

4"Metal Tube

2.75"Metal Tube

8.5"Iron arm

5"Metal Plate

5"Metal bowl

1.6"Nipple

Hickey

       1.4"Cover

  finial
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1

1

1

1

1
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1

6

1

1
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ZE
Poewer cord 12'
SPT-1-18#
Clear\Black

1

Parts Number

Parts Number

CP10R53L3C
CP10R53L3G
CP10R53L3DB

CHAIN05TCH
CHAIN05TGD
CHAIN05TDB

GD1001A47CL

GD1001A60CL

GD1001G40CL

MC1014A63CL

2     Cover
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1050-14#*3*2+
2024-14#+911-2.5"

1050-14#+911-2.5"

1050-14#*5*2+
2024-14#+911-2.5"

1050-14#*5+911-2.5"

1050-14#*7+911-2.5"
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11050-14#*7+701-40#

1050-14#+911-2"

Parts Number



Frame Assembly Diagram
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Frame Assembly Instructions

Installation:
Please read all instructions carefully.
Before you proceed to install,make sure.
that the power supply is turned off and
remains off until installation is complete.
Please note that each part has been assigned a number.
Please proceed in a numerical order.

1.Hang the chain (01) on the ceiling.
2.Unscrew the lamp body (02) parts and take  the
  lamp body (03-A B C D E) away.
3.Take the nuts of iron arm (04) away.
4.Fix the iron arm (04) into the lamp body (03-A) dressing holes,
  screw them with nuts,screw the lamp body (02) on the lamp body (03-A)
  with B,then pass the C、D、E on the B,screw them with F.
5.Connect the lamp wain wire with positive and negative of 4"J-box
  are correct.
6.Hang the all lamp on the chain (01) bottom ring.
7.Put the metal tube through the central hole in the glass dish (05)
  and place the glass dish on the fixer under.
8.As the crystal dressing instruction,hang the crystal parts.

  The end!

    Crystal Dressing Instructions

1.   Hang crystal "A"、"A1"、"B"、"B1"、"C"、
"D"、"E"、"F".



When dressing the chandelier
with the crystals please remember
to wear either rubber or cotton
gloves.So as to prevent any
damage or smudging on the crystals.

Crystal Dressing Diagram
Step 4

You are now done installing your
Elegant Lighting fixture. Sit back and
admire each crystal as it will become the
statement piece for your room/house.

Thank you.

Congratulations !



Cleaning and Maintenance of Chandelier Frame
The finish on our chandelier frames and fixture frames is
protected by a durable coating of  lacquer. To clean, use a
clean soft, dry cloth.Do not use any metal polishes, cleaners,
abrasives or any substance which could remove the
protective finish. Failure to follow these instructions
automatically voids the guarantee.

Cleaning and Maintenance of Crystals
Wet a soft cotton fabric in clean warm water and wipe
gently, then polish with a dry soft cotton fabric.

To Order Crystal Replacement Parts
Should you require replacement crystals or pins (the metal
connectors attaching the crystals), contact the store where the
product was
purchased or contact us . For ease of  ordering, you may use
the original crystal trimming instructions provided with this
product and circle the items you wish to order, indicating the
quantity by writing the number needed adjacent to the circle .
You will be contacted with prices prior toshipment. All
orders must be pre-paid.



Returns and Conditions of  Warranty

Returns must be pre-authorized by contacting our customer
service department .Returns will only be accepted with a
written return merchandise authorization and return shipping
charges pre-paid. We reseserve the right to inspect all
returned merchandise to fully determine the nature of  any
defect. This guarantee shall not apply to any product that
has been changed, altered or otherwise modified, nor shall it
apply to any product that has been repaired or altered by
anyone other than a pre-authorized facility. We will not be
responsible for any breakage or damages incurred during
transit, nor for crystal parts or metal frame part that have
been subject to misuse, negligence, accident or
inappropriate handling. Also, we will not be held
responsible for damage incurred during improper
installation or wiring by others, nor for damages resulting
from a failure to follow the recommended maintenance or
installation procedures. This guarantee is issued in lieu of
any and all other guaranteed or warrantee, whether written
or implied and any and all other obligations or liabilities.
Further, we neither authorize nor permit any other person or
firm to assume for us, any liability in connection with the
sale of  our products.
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